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Recreation Committee Minutes 10-1-15 

• Fred opened the meeting at 9:00, Gloria , Barbara seconded 
• Barbara suggests for next year’s summer hours to go from 11-5 instead of 12-6 on Sunday.   
• Fred asks about changing “Have you been to Buckeye” flyer to a rack card, Sean agrees and is 

working on getting that finalized.  
• We want to promote fitness classes and take flyers to Banner Elk and posters at the old community 

center on Old Beech. 
• Fred asks about the expiration of memberships and how we are contacting those who need to 

renew. Sean mentioned that we are still running reports and sending emails to those who have 
annual passes and needing to renew. There is a way for RecTrac to send automated emails, however 
for many members we do not have an email for. 

• Sean recommends cleaning out rec track starting from scratch and possibly looking at a new 
computer system. Moving forward it is important for staff to get updated information for RecTrac. 

• Fred mentions making flyer explaining why we need to have them fill it out, Barbara suggests we do 
it via email which in return if they reply we will have the correct email address. 

• Fred opens up discussion on Park reviews. Barbara mentions that the roof on the bathrooms at the 
pavilion need serious work, possibly pressure washing first for preservation. Pavilion roof needs 
washing next spring under the roof. 

• Barbara suggests that possibly a community college could do the renovation to the floors, walls, and 
roof as a class project, we provide the materials and they do the work. Check with Mayland and 
Caldwell and even Avery high School.  

• Grills and tables are fine.  
• Fred suggests a bigger sign promoting the use and reservation for the pavilion. 
• Gloria talks about Coffey Lake, a few lights down and could we pressure wash under the tree line to 

remove the slick moss. Possibly trim the limbs to allow sunlight to hit the track and park benches.  
• Urs says Overlook Park looks great, well maintained. Sunset Park needs pruning in the spring to 

keep view, steps are OK, but need filling in with rock or dirt where the water has eroded them. 
Maybe move grill from Sunset to Buckeye Lake. 

• Fred asks how we can promote more about Sunset Park.  
• EMO – mowing looking good, but a couple signs need to be finished, can we get it done before winter 
• Fred suggests that Rory and Sean go up and talk about signage for Chamberlin’s. 
• Fred asks is there any signage from Eagles Nest for no 4wheelers, which Sean explains, yes, and 

Police monitor the trails but it is difficult to be out there enough. 4wheelers and motorcycles are still 
an issue. 

• Sean talks about the tree blocking Roan Overlook Tree, Sean explains we cannot cut it down. Barbara 
asks if we can just trim it. Urs suggests hiring a professional tree service to trim it, or having our 
right-of-way crew to do it. 

• Fred asks if we can trim sign near Buckeye Lake overlook.   
• Barbara asks about the trail from boat dock to bathrooms, Sean explains it is still under Genesis’s 

easement so we cannot do anything right now.  
• Fred thanks Sean McNay and Kelsey for installing the grill by the Bark Park. He asks about expanding 

dog park parking, as it gets very crowded 



 

• Fred mentions that we need to work on pond creek trail where it crosses roads and the stairs from 
washouts. Do any need to be rebuilt? 

• Fred painted stencil of hikers on road 
• Sean asks about putting signs up prior to the road crossings to warn cars there is a pedestrian cross 

section. 
• Sean talks about our upcoming event, Hayride, Holiday Market and Halloween. 
• Urs asks about the kitchen renovation, Sean asks the committee where we should start, construction 

or ordering the new kitchen utilities. 
• Sean asks Barbara to meet with him and Joh Merritt to go over kitchen plan. 
• Sean reports we have $18,000 for kitchen renovation 
• Sean mentions port-a-potties will be removed near the end of October from Lake Coffey and  
• Committee decides Next meeting December 3rd, 2015 
• Fred adjourns meeting at 10:00. 
• Next meeting will be December 3rd, 2015 at town hall.



 

 

 


